Travel Ban

COVID-19

Please keep up to date with university announcements regarding COVID-19[1] including international travel. To monitor U.S. embassy closings or limited access please use the U.S. State Department website. [2]

March 11, 2020 President Trump Suspends Travel From Europe

President Trump announced that travel from Europe to the U.S. would be suspended starting Friday March 13th 2020 with a few key exceptions. Read the official transcript posted by the Whitehouse [3], or the re-posted transcript from the New York Times. [4]

Additional Travel Restrictions

On January 31, 2020, the Whitehouse issued a new Presidential Proclamation (“Presidential Proclamation 9983”). Since the U.S. Supreme Court upheld the ban in 2018 it cleared the way for the Whitehouse to update the travel ban by adding or removing countries from the list according to how they respond to U.S. security concerns. To keep up to date with the latest list of effected countries please refer to the U.S. State Department web site [5], or the NAFSA: Association of International Educators [6] website.

Please contact your OISS adviser [7] to discuss any case-specific concerns you may have about the travel ban.
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